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The Death Of The Dollar  Best Seller In It's Category With Over 8300 Downloads To Date!â€œPaper

is poverty,â€¦ it is only the ghost of money, and not money itselfâ€•..........Thomas Jefferson

1788There are plenty of signs that indicate our world is headed towards financial collapse. We have

become dependent on paper money that is quickly losing value. What will you do when paper

money is completely worthless? Will you be able to feed the family or provide shelter? How will you

manage basic problems like finding clean drinking water and obtaining the things you need? These

are all problems that you will be confronted with in the aftermath of the stock market crashing or a

war that kills the economy. This book will take you by the hand and lead you down the road to

prepping for a major economic collapse. You will have to learn a lot of new skills. When grocery

store shelves are empty and the malls are closed, you have to find food and make your own

clothes. When money isn't good for anything more than starting a fire, you will have to learn how to

operate on a barter system. To use the bartering system, you need to know what to store today that

will have high value in a world where paper money is useless. Don't get caught empty handed when

the economy tanks. Get started with your prepping today. With This Book You Will...Learn The

Possible Cause a Future Financial CollapseLearn What You Can Expect If Money Becomes

WorthlessLearn How To Survive In A World Where Money Is Of Little ValueLearn How To Trade In

A Truly Cashless SocietyMuch, Much MoreReaders say......."I must say I've been worried about a

major collapse of economy ever since it happened back in 2008. I fear that worse things are to

come which is why I got this book. Although I may not know exactly what is to come, I at least prefer

to be prepared in the case of disaster. I found this book to be extremely enlightening and informative

in regards to many economic potentials and possibilities. I feel that after reading this I am better

able to predict such a collapse and feel much better suited one if it happens to occur. I certainly

hope I will no need to face such a crisis but I am happy and relieved to have this knowledge now so

that I can rest assured that all will be fine, even if things go a little downhill in the future. I would

certainly recommend this book for anyone who prefers to be prepared"................ Byrce Kerr "This

book is a very interesting first hand account of daily life after a financial crisis on a national scale.

The author provides lots of food for thought with regard to planning and preparedness in the event

of a future economic collapse. Great job Henry Hill!A highly recommended book for

everyone!"................ Xela S"The Prepper's Guide To Economic Collapse Survival is helpful guide

for anyone seeking solutions for money crisis. This author is quite knowledgeable about preparing

for an economic crisis and lays everything out where it's easy to read, easy to understand. Highly

recommended!"...............RMGet Your Copy Now!Tags: Debt Free Pantry, Disaster Preparedness,



Camping Prepping, Emergency Food Storage SHTF Situation, Financial Peace, Global Financial

Crisis, Global Recession, Economic Indicators, Globalization, Economy, Subprime Mortgage Crisis
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It was a good overview, and an excellent reminder that the cash under the mattress is an asset

unused for proper prepping. What I took from it was to make sure I use EVERY asset to cover as

many bases as I can --- to hedge my bets --- even as modestly as buying coinage or bullion $100 at

a time. It reminded me that prepping IS for us "little" guys (modest income) as the guys who can

afford to build 1220 sq ft bunkers and stock for 3 years. You do what you can, with what you have...

Death of the Dollar by Henry Hill presents an interesting perspective of the future. It's rather

pessimistic and somewhat extreme, and it's the reader's discretion whether it's worth considering.

It's an educational book, too. It widens your perception about the possibility of a financial collapse.

Nonetheless, what we read and believe dictates how we live. The choices that we make that will

affect our future depend on the knowledge that we acquire. I would recommend this book as an

eye-opener, however, that change is constant, and a revolution in the world scenario can happen.



Bracing myself, hoping it's for the better.

15 minute read. This pamphlet not book is akin to a foreword in a real book. Buy non perishable

food, water and toilet paper. Learn to barter with toilet paper and dried beans. Markets will run out of

food. That is the point and general information presented by this pamphlet. The video advertising

this book took longer to watch than the book took to read. Save your money better information is

available on the web than what Henry Hill has presented here. Lots of people are searching for a

get rich quick scam, apparently Henry Hill has found one.

This was a quick, easy read. The author accurately and efficiently addresses the why's and

therefore's of a failing economy and what we must do to prepare ourselves for it. The author just

goes over the basics but he's still fairly thorough. I recommend this work.

Not worth the money as the info is nothing I have not seen before on cable TV. Program called

Doomsday Preppers

This book is a must to read. I have learned a lot from it which most of the things written are actually

facts and yes there are possibilities that it will happen, so better be prepared with anything that will

happen in the near future with the help of this book.

Very thought provoking and interesting! We all don't want to think of an event like economic

collapse, but it's very possible. This book will make you feel more prepared for something like that!

Easy read.

One Hundred Trillion Dollars! Although that might sound like some Fairy Tale you might tell a child,

or maybe a bad line from an Austin Powers movie, it actually happened in Zimbabwe. This is an

example of Hyperinflation and it's just one of many intriguing topics covered in Death of the Dollar.

From the book, you'll learn that currency truly is meaningless and it's politics, wars, and natural

disasters that really determine the value of a Dollar. Death of the Dollar does an excellent job of

pointing out real current situations of economic collapse, such as Detroit, and also provides a guide

on Prepping for these disasters such as stockpiling on toilet paper and plywood. By the end of the

book, you'll discover why the board game Monopoly is more valuable than all the Flat-Screen

Televisions and Video Game Systems combined!
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